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CBWTF 

Investment Notes 
https://auxly.com/  

 
Please read Disclaimer at bottom of these notes! 

 
Auxly Cannabis Group Inc, formerly Cannabis Wheaton Income Corp, is a Canada-
based investment company that seeks to provide investor returns through streams and 
capital appreciation in the Canadian cannabis industry. The Company provides funding 
for facility expansions, operations and initial construction in exchange for minority 
equity interests and a portion of the cultivation production. The Company operates a 
platform that promotes new opportunities while licensed producers maintain their 
brand autonomy and gain access to scaling flexibility. Auxly Cannabis Group Inc invests 
in and supports cannabis cultivation companies in Canada and facilitates connections 
between licensed producers and consumers. 
 

All dollar values are in Canadian currency, unless otherwise stated! 
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August 22, 2019 ($0.675) Increased position to 1% by buying ~373K shares at $0.6738 
 
August 21, 2019 ($0.67) First insider activity I have noticed as CFO buys shares on open 
market 
 

 
 
 
August 20, 2019 ($0.67) 2Q19 results released – A few other items.  No changes to our 
thesis 
 
Share count stayed quite similar to the previous reporting.  Fully diluted shares outstanding are now 
~802M, hence a market cap of $537M. 
 
Revenues were low as expected.  There was a financing agreement for their JV with Sunens Farms 
announced on August 14, 2019.  The greenhouse facility is expected to be completed by year end 2019, 
and when complete is expected to be able to deliver 100,000 kg of cannabis annually, in a 1M+ square 
foot greenhouse. 
 
On August 19, 2019, Auxly announced it entered into a 300-acre, hemp cultivation and purchase 
agreement to act as “the financial sponsor for the development of a hemp farming co-operative 
consisting of six individual hemp license holders, located in Prince Edward Island. 
 

The following are some cut and pastes from their investor presentation dated July 25, 
2019: 
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July 29, 2019 ($0.67) Initiated a 0.50% portfolio position in most accounts with a 750 
share buy-in minimum at ~$0.68 per share. 
 

Two-Minute Drill and Thesis: 
 
The company is led by Canopy Growth (Tweed) founder Chuck Rifici.  I have followed his career since 
we first invested in Canopy during 2014, and through his termination by the same company as well.  
This is a quote from recently terminated co-founder of Canopy, Bruce Linton, during August 2014 in 
regard to Chuck, “Chuck Rifici has made key contributions to date as the CEO and Co-Founder. 
Having led Tweed through its startup phase, Chuck is stepping down as CEO to help the company 
recruit a CEO with the skills and experience to take Tweed to the next level of expected high-volume 
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and rapid growth in this aggressive market segment.”  I admired Canopy from their beginnings, as 
they would take responsibility for their own errors, and not lay off the blame to others.  They seemed 
to always look to move forward, using past mistakes as sunk costs.  I think, but could be incorrect, 
that Mr. Rifici was somewhat responsible for that philosophy at the company, and if so, I would 
expect he would lead Auxly in a similar fashion. 
 
Very risky cannabis company, which as with all the Canadian licensed producers carries great risk of 
both valuation and execution.  They have a JV with Imperial Brands.  Management seems capable and 
honest.  Yet, this is high risk, and this is in line with our small position of ~0.50% of a portfolio.   Our 
thesis is basically a pure play cannabis investment, with a company that will potentially grow their 
revenues to commensurate their current market capitalization of $537M USD.  At this point financial 
statement analysis and projections are rather meaningless.  We must wait and see if they can increase 
revenues in a meaningful fashion, of their vertically integrated operation. 
 
Some other concerns, which if happens would possibly hurt the stock price short-term but shouldn’t 
have any permanent effect on this company or any Canadian cannabis company would be, the 
potential of revenue misses because of new Canadian excise tax laws, as well as the potential for 
inventory and biological asset impairments. 
 
Officers and directors own ~8.76% of fully diluted shares outstanding.  This will be reduced to 
potentially 7.37% when and if, the Imperial funding occurs.  I like seeing management have skin in 
the game, as often their interests are aligned with shareholders’. 
 
Fully diluted shares outstanding are 801M shares.  Market cap is $537M.  This is 2.11X Mackie 
Research F2021 projected revenues (using a 76% CAD to USD conversion rate).  I have not seen any 
insider selling by either Rifici or Alves. 
 
Once and if the Imperial Brands funding comes in, the fully diluted share count will be ~952.5M.  Of 
course, there will be an increase in cash of $123M USD as well.  If and when that occurs, the market 
capitalization, would be $648M, or 2.54X Mackie Research projected F2021 revenues. 
 
They do not have a big 4 auditor.  I like to see a company commitment to quality with a Big 4 auditor.  
The auditors are a large recognized firm, of MNP LLP.  From what I have seen, MNP LLP appears to 
be the common auditor of many of the Canadian cannabis companies. 
 
As in all our cannabis research, we expect eventual world-wide legalization of cannabis, like the 
alcohol industry today.  Canada is the first G-7 nation to legalize cannabis, and we expect other G-7’s 
to follow suit, including the USA. 
 
Again, this is a speculative investment, in a speculative industry, and cannabis is Federally illegal in 
the USA.  The company could have execution risks, which are also inherent in the industry.  The 
industry is in its infant stages, and there could be several catalysts to increase the share price over 
time.  These catalysts could include legalization in the USA, changes in laws of a Canadian company 
selling to States in the USA, greater acceptance of cannabis as a long-term future industry in the USA 
and the world. 
 

Other Notes: 
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Auditors are MNP LLP. 
 
1Q19 revenues of $817K.  As of March 31, 2019, the company has $165M in cash.  This is earmarked 
for the funding of its Leamington, Ontario large scale greenhouse, Sunens Farms.  The funding is 
expected to be $112M.  The first cultivation is earmarked for 2Q20.  Management projects they will 
deliver 100K KG in 2020.   
 
In a report dated May 28, 2019, Mackie Research projects F2019 revenues of $8.6M, F 2020 revenues 
of $249M, and F2021 revenues of $335M. 
 
On July 26, 2019, Auxly announced that Imperial Brands LLC will invest $123M USD, via a 
convertible debenture, and Imperial Brands will grant a global license to its vaping technology and 
vapor innovation business.  The notes carry a three-year term with a 4% fixed interest rate.  The 
conversion price is $0.81.  The ownership by Imperial could equate to 19.9% of the company. 
 
Chuck Rifici, CPA, MBA, co-founder of Canopy Growth, is the Chairman and CEO. 
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Disclaimer 
 
 
If you are a client of ours and if you have questions regarding the company or 
investment mentioned in this report, please call our office. If you are not a client of 
Redfield, Blonsky & Starinsky LLC Investment Management Division and are reading 
these notes, we urge you to do your own research. We will not be responsible for any 
person making an investment decision based on these notes. These notes are a "by-
product" of our research. We are not responsible for the accuracy of these notes. We 
are not responsible for errors that may occur in these notes.  Please do not rely on us to 
monitor or update this or any other report we may issue. In theory, we could come 
across some type of data or idea, which causes us to eliminate our long or 
short position of the company or investment mentioned in this report   from our 
portfolios.  We will not notify reader’s revisions to these notes. We are not responsible 
to keep readers of these notes updated for changes or material errors or for any reason 
whatsoever.   We manage portfolios for clients, and those clients are our greatest 
concern as it relates to investing. Certain clients of Redfield, Blonsky & Starinsky LLC 
may not have the company or investment mentioned in this report   in their portfolios. 
There could be various reasons for this. Again, if you would like to discuss the company 
or investment mentioned in this report, please contact Ronald R. Redfield, CPA, PFS 
(partner in charge of investment management division).  
 
Information herein is believed to be reliable, but its accuracy and completeness cannot 
be guaranteed. Opinions, estimates, and projections constitute our judgment and are 
subject to change without notice. This publication is provided to you for information 
purposes only and is not intended as an offer or solicitation. Redfield, Blonsky & 
Starinsky. LLC and Ronald R Redfield, CPA, PFS, may hold a position or act as an 
advisor on any investments mentioned in a report or discussion. 
 
 
 
 


